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Proposed by: M.C. Boulter, North East London Polytechnic, Romford Road, London E15 4LZ, 
England. 

ADENANTHERA BICOLOR MOON AND THE OPERATION OF ARTICLE 32 

Dr. A. J. G. H. Kostermans has drawn my attention to an interesting ambiguity in the 

interpretation of Art. 32 of the Code. 
There are two species of Adenantihera L. (Legiuminoisae) in Ceylon, one with uniformly 

scarlet seeds (A. poilonina L.), and the other with one half of the seed scarlet, the other half 
black, and for this reason not inappropriately named Adenanthera hicolor Moon (Cat. P1. 
Ceylon, part 1: 34. 1824). The identity of the plant which Moon intended to name Adenantuhera 
hi'olor has never been in doubt, but, unfortunately, the name itself is defectively published. It 
first appears in the tabulated Catalogue as follows Ithe dashes indicate vertical columns in the 

cataloguel: Adenanthera "hicolor M.-two-coloured-[Sinhalese name in Sinhalese charactersl- 
Mas-moru-Rumph. amb. 3. t.ll2-Caltura-B" [symbols to indicate that it is a plant of the 
lowlands growing on bog mold]. 

Thirty-five years later Thwaites (Enum. P1. Zeyl., 98, 1859) described Alenanthera hicolor in 
detail, evidently regarding the original publication of the name as inadequate. If this second 

publication could be accepted as the first valid publication of the name Adenanthera hicolor 
then all would be well; but nomenclaturists will at once draw attention to Article 32.1 of the 
Code, and argue that the publication of the name in 1824 was validated by the reference to 
Rumphius, and that the name Adenanthera hbicolor must be attached to the plant figured and 
described by Rumphius in Herbarium Amboinense 3: 177, t. 112 (1750). If this is correct then 
Adenlantliera bicolor Moon becomes a synonym of Aharelma (Pithecellohiium) ('lypearia (Jack) 
Kosterm. (in Bull. 20. Organiz. Sci. Research, Indonesia, 42. 1954), which is the plant figured 
by Rumphius, and another name must be given to Adenantllera bic'olor Thwaites. 

But is it correct? Article 32.1 of the 1978 Code [English text, which (p. XII) is to be regarded 
as correct should there be any inconsistency between the versions] states: "In order to be 

validly published, a name of a taxon must .... (c) be accompanied by a description or diag- 
nosis of the taxon or by a reference (direct or indirect) to a previously and effectively published 
description or diagnosis of it." 

The two words "of it" are very important, since they effectively modify the operation of Art. 
32.1 and, significantly, until the publication of the 1978 Code, were absent from the French and 
German versions of the same text. If the wording of Art. 32.1 is to mean anything, then "of it" 
can be interpreted to mean "a previously and effectively published description or diagnosis of 
the taxon," and these are the actual words used in the French and German texts of the current 
Code. In the example quoted "the taxon" can only be the plant with the Sinhalese name 
Mas-moru which Moon intended to name Adenantliera bicolor, an interpretation endorsed by 
the wording of Art. 32.3. To argue that "it" could be the plant figured by Rumphius would make 

part of the wording of Art. 32.1 redundant and meaningless. 
Is it possible, then, to take the validating description or diagnosis from Rumphius and to 

select the type of the name Adenanthera bicolor from amongst Ceylon material so named by 
Moon? I do not think so, since such a lectotypification must necessarily involve a "misinterpre- 
tation of the protologue" (Art. 8) which, at the crucial point, indicates the plant now known as 
Abarema clypearia. 

In consequence, it would seem that where one can demonstrate a difference in the identity of 
the taxon to be named and that of the taxon furnishing the previously published description or 

diagnosis, then the publication of the name must be deemed invalid, since the previously 
published description refers to a different taxon, and not to the taxon for which the name is 

required. 
It will be said that such an argument is at odds with the type concept and the overall intentions 

of the Code. If so, it is the fault of the Code, nor is it a fault which can be passed off as a mere 
editorial lapsus. As things stand, it would appear that the name Adenanthera bicolor Moon was 
not validly published in 1824, and that it was first validly published by Thwaites in 1839. 

Only if the words "of it" are deleted from Art. 32.1; if Art. 32.2 is amended and if clear 
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guidance is given for the determination of the type, can the name Adenanthera bicolor Moon 

(1824) be regarded without question as validly published and synonymous with Abarema 
clypearia (Jack) Kosterm. This, I believe, is the general interpretation of Art. 32, and, accord- 

ingly, I submit a formal proposal which should reconcile text and intention. Those who would 

prefer to regard Adeinanthlera bicolor Moon as invalidly published in 1824, will, of course, reject 
the proposal. 

Proposal (38). Art. 32 to read: 

32.1 In order to be validly published, a name of a taxon must (a) be effectively published (see 
Art. 29); (b) have a form which complies with the provisions of Arts. 16-27 and Art. H.7; (c) be 

accompanied by a description or diagnosis or by a reference (direct or indirect) to a previously 
and effectively published description or diagnosis (except as provided in Art. H.9); and (d) 
comply with the special provisions of Arts. 33-45. 

32.2. A name validly published by reference to a previously and effectively published descrip- 
tion or diagnosis is to be typified by an element incorporated in the protologue which includes 
the validating description or diagnosis. 

[32.2 of Leningrad Code becomes 32.3] 
32.3 of Leningrad Code becomes 32.4 and reads: "An indirect reference is a clear indication, 

by the citation of an author's name or in some other way, of the existence of a previously and 
effectively published description or diagnosis." 

[Art. 32.4 of Leningrad Code becomes Art. 32.5] 

Proposed by: R. D. Meikle, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AB, 
England. 

RANKLESS SUPRAGENERIC NAMES: ARTICLE 35 AGAIN1 

Article 35 concerns names of taxa originally published without a clear indication of rank; until 
the Leningrad Congress it probably was the most ambiguous article of the Code. Basic to the 

unworkability of Article 35 was the'question of whether names of rankless taxa are validly 
published from the time of first publication, or whether such names are validly published only 
after rank has been assigned. The first interpretation was favored by Brummitt, Chater, and 
Greuter (Taxon 23: 859; 24: 218), who proposed that names of taxa published without a clear 
indication of rank be considered validly published for purpose of homonymy, but that such 
names otherwise be inoperative in questions of priority. The alternative view, advanced by 
Wood and Spongberg (Taxon 23: 879; 24: 219), argued that no priority, however limited, can be 
exercised by a name until its rank is known; names of rankless taxa cannot be considered validly 
published until a rank has been assigned. Although the Wood-Spongberg proposal seemed the 
more straightforward, the Congress evidently feared that its adoption would require too many 
name changes. Consequently, the proposals advocated by Brummitt et al. were accepted and 
now constitute Article 35.2. 

In discussing the ramifications of their proposals to amend Article 35, Brummitt, Chater, and 
Greuter addressed themselves to the argument that names of taxa cannot have any 
nomenclatural priority-even for homonymy-until a precise rank has been assigned. They 
pointed out that at ranks below genus it is not necessary to ascertain the exact rank of a taxon in 
order to determine the priority of its name. For example, if it is known that a name refers to a 
taxon between the ranks of genus and species (or to a taxon below the rank of species), the 
priority of that name may be exercised within all infrageneric-supraspecific (or infraspecific) 
ranks, as provided by Article 64, which states that "the name of two subdivisions of the same 
genus, or of two infraspecific taxa within the same species, even if they are of different rank, are 

1 I thank Mr. Eric G. Sundell for his helpful comments on the manuscript and for providing the 

example from Asclepiadaceae used in the proposal. 
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